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Abstract 
Let G = (V, E) be a finite connected graph, endowed with the standard graph-metric d(u, c). 
A real valued function f defined on V is called peak& if d(u, w) + d(w, u) = d( u, L.) implies 
f(w) < max{f(u), ,f(~)} and equality holds only if f(u) = f(c) (see Busemann, (1955) for 
the general definition). Peakless functions inherit and generalize the properties of usual convex 
functions. 
In this paper we investigate the properties of peakless functions in graphs. We define a con- 
vexity in graphs, known in the geometry of geodesics under the name “total convexity”, which 
is closely related with peakless functions. Namely, totally convex sets are precisely the level 
sets of peakless functions. In particular, a graph has no nonconstant peakless functions if and 
only if it does not contain proper totally convex sets. We call such graphs peakless-prime and 
show that an arbitrary graph G admits a decomposition in which all members are peakless-prime. 
These primes are exactly the subgraphs of G on which all peakless functions of G are constant. 
It is interesting to notice that such a decomposition into peakless-prime subgraphs represents a 
common modular and simplicial decomposition of G. 
K~~J+Yvx&: Graphs; Geodesics; Peakless functions; Maximum Cardinality Search. 
1. Introduction 
Let (X, p) be a metric space. According to [2, p. 1091, a real valued function f defined 
on X is called peakless if p(u,w) + p(w, u) = p(u, v) implies f(w) < max{ f (u), f (c)} 
and equality holds only if f(u) = f(v). Properties of peakless functions in G-spaces 
and G-surfaces were previously studied by Busemann [2], Busemann and Phadke [3], 
and Inammi [14]. Peakless functions inherit and generalize the properties of usual 
convex functions (one of them is their unimodality). Among the peakless functions 
one finds the convex functions in metric spaces, defined and studied by Dearing et 
al. [5], Soltan and Soltan [23], and Soltan [21]. Convex functions in graphs and other 
classes of functions related to convexity have been considered by Soltan and Chepoi 
[24] and Chepoi [4]. 
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Now, the purpose of the presented paper is to investigate the properties of peak- 
less functions in graphs. We define a convexity in graphs, known in the geometry 
of geodesics under the name “total convexity”, which is closely related with peakless 
functions. Namely, totally convex sets are precisely the level sets of peakless functions. 
In particular, a graph has no nonconstant peakless functions if and only if it does not 
contain proper totally convex sets. We call such graphs peakless-prime and show that 
an arbitrary graph G admits a decomposition in which all members are peakless-prime. 
These primes are exactly the subgraphs of G on which all peakless functions of G 
are constant. It is interesting to notice that such a decomposition into peakless-prime 
subgraphs represents a common modular and simplicial decomposition of G; each of 
these concepts have been already separately investigated in [6-9, 11, 12, 15, 17- 191. 
The present paper also improve the results of the unpublished manuscript [4]. 
2. Basic concepts 
We begin with some terminology. In what follows let G = (V, E) denote a finite 
connected simple (i.e. without loops and multiple edges) and undirected graph. For 
A4 C V let G(M) be the subgraph induced by A4. The distance d(u, v) between vertices 
u, v E V is the length (i.e. number of edges) of a shortest path connecting u and v. 
A walk is a sequence of vertices W = (wg, ~1,. . , wp) such that w,_i and wi are 
adjacent for all i E { 1,. , p}. Then p is called the length of W. Following the adopted 
geometric terminology, by a geodesic we will mean a locally-shortest walk, i.e. a walk 
(WO,Wl,..., wP) in which d(wi_l,wi+l)=2 for all ic{l,...,p-1). By a geodesic loop 
is meant a geodesic whose end-vertices coincide. Any induced path or a shortest path 
is a geodesic. The converse is not always true. By general agreement, a set M 2 Y is 
called totally convex [2, 31 if it contains every geodesic whose end-vertices are in M. 
For X c V the intersection H of all totally convex subsets of G containing X is again 
totally convex in G; H will be called the convex hull of X in G and be denoted by 
conv(X). Recall also that a set M c V is convex if M contains every shortest path in 
G whose end-vertices are in M. 
Let W=(WO, WI,. . , wp) be a walk of a graph G. A real valued function f defined on 
W is peakless if 0 <j < i < k < p implies f(wi) < max{f(wj),f(wk)} and equality 
holds only if f(wj) = f(wk), 
Next we consider only real valued functions f defined on vertices of a graph G. 
For M c V by f lM we denote the restriction of f on M. For a real number CI let 
[f 6 a] = {v E v: f(v) d co, [f = a] = {v E v: f(v) = a} 
be the level sets of f. In a similar way we can define the sets [f < CI], [f 2 a] and 
[f ’ al. 
A function f defined on G is peakless [2, 31 if the restriction of f on any shortest 
path of G is peakless. In the sequel, by P(G) we denote the family of all peakless 
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functions of G. The following evident lemmas capture some basic properties of peakless 
functions. 
Lemma 1. For ufunction f defined on a graph G the following conditions ure equiv- 
alent: 
(i) f is peakless; 
(ii) f is locally-peakless, i.e. f is peakless on any induced path of length two: 
(iii) the restriction off on any geodesic of G is peukless. 
Proof. Implications (i) --+ (ii) and (iii) + (i) are trivial. In order to show that 
(ii) + (iii) consider an arbitrary geodesic (wg, wl,. . . ,wp) and suppose that f(w() = 
max{ f (wj): 0 < j < p}. Assume that f (wi) > max{ f (wg), f (w,)}, otherwise we are 
done. Since f(wi) 3 max{f(w,_r), f(wi+l)} f rom the choice of wi, and since .f is 
locally-peakless, necessarily f(w;_,) = f(wi) = f(w,+I ). Then, by letting w;_l 
play the role of Wi and wi_2 and wi the roles of w,-l and w;+i, respectively, we obtain 
the equality .f(w;_z) = f (wi_1) = f (wi). And so on, until we arrive at the vertex WI. 
Hence f (wg)= f (WI)=. . . f (wi_1 )= f (wi). C onsequently, applying the same procedure 
to the vertices wi+ 1, wi+2, . . , wp_ 1, wp we get f(w,) = f(wi+l)... = ,f(w,,_l) 
= .f(wp). 0 
Lemma 2. If f is a peakless function of G then each level set [f < x] is tot&y 
convex. In particular, [f < a] is convex. 
Lemma 3. IJ’ f is peakless on G and H is a connected induced subgraph of G then 
the function ,f In is peukless on H. 
3. Peakless-prime graphs 
A graph G will be called peakless-prime (with respect to the family of peakless 
functions) if it has no nonconstant peakless functions. In this section we characterize 
peakless-prime graphs. Recall that a module (or a homogeneous set) M in a graph G is 
a proper subset of V such that every vertex of V\M is adjacent to either all or none of 
the vertices of M [ 18, 191. By a simplicial module is meant a module M of G whose 
neighbourhood in V\M induces a simplex (i.e. a complete subgraph). Recall that the 
neighbourhood of A4 in V\M consists of all vertices of V\N adjacent to vertices of A4. 
Define on the set P(G) of peakless functions of a graph G a partial order 4: if 
f, g E .9(G) then f 4 g if and only if each level set [f < CC] of f is a level set of 
g. Two functions f, g E P(G) are called equivalent if simultaneously f 4 g and g + ,f 
hold, i.e. they have the same level sets. 
Let G be a nonprime graph and let f be a peakless function on G whose maximum 
value is CI*. Then the set [f < a*] is called a maximum level set of G. Let us note a 
few straightforward implications of these definitions. 
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Lemma 4. Let L be a maximum level set of a graph G and let $ be the characteristic 
function of the set V\L, i.e. $(v) = 0 if v E L and $(v) = 1 otherwise. Then II/ is 
peakless. 
Lemma 5. Let f be a peakless function on G such that the subgraph G([f = a]) is 
not a peakless-prime graph jbr some real number CX. Then there exists a nonconstant 
on [f = a] peakless function g E P(G) such that f + g. 
Proof. For convenience let CI = CQ, where ai < 1x2 < . . < LX, are the values of f. Let 
L be a maximum level set of the graph G([f = cxi]). Define the function g using the 
following rules: if v E [f < Q] U L, then put g(v) = f(v), otherwise, if v $! L and 
V E [f = C$+j], j E (0,. . .) n - i}, then put g(v) = f(v) + j + 1. The resulting function 
g has the same level sets as f, except the set [g < Xi] = [g < xi-11 U L. Hence f + g. 
A direct application of Lemmas 1 and 4 implies that g is peakless. Cl 
Lemma 6. A function f is peakless on G if and only iffor any real number a the 
set [f = a] is either empty or a simplicial module in the subgraph G([f < a]). 
Theorem 1. For a graph G the following conditions are equivalent. 
(i) G is a peakless-prime graph; 
(ii) G has no simplicial modules,. 
(iii) G has no proper totally convex sets. 
Proof. (i) -+ (ii) follows from Lemma 6, while (iii) -+ (i) is a consequence of 
Lemma 2. 
(ii) + (iii): Suppose the contrary: then there is a proper maximal by inclusion totally 
convex set M of G. We claim that V\M is a simplicial module of G. Let y be a vertex 
of V\M adjacent o some vertex x E A4. In order to prove our assertion we have to 
show that x is adjacent o any other vertex z E V\A4. By maximality of A4 we have 
conv(A4 U y) = V, in particular z E conv(M U y). 
The total convexity is a particular case of interval convexities [22, 261, where the 
interval Z(u,v) between two vertices u and v is the union of all geodesics having u 
and v as end-vertices. Recall that the convex hull of any set A c V may be constructed 
in the following way (consult [22, 261): 
conv(A) = UP’(A), where P(A) = U{Z(U, v): U, v E A}, 
i>O 
P’(A) = A, P’+‘(A) = P(P’(A)), i = 1,2,. . . . 
As z E conv(M U y), then for some integer k 3 1 we have z E Pk(M U y). We prove 
the adjacency of vertices x and z by induction on k. First assume that k = 1. Then z 
belongs either to a geodesic L( y, v) connecting y and a vertex v EM or to a geodesic 
loop L(y, y) with the end-vertices in y. 
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First suppose that z E L(y, u). Without loss of generality we can assume that L(y, c)f~ 
M = {u}. The vertex x must be adjacent to the neighbour y’ of y in L(y, v), otherwise 
the walk (x, y, y’, . . ,z) is a geodesic, contrary to total convexity of A4. Continuing this 
way we conclude that x will be adjacent to all vertices of &J, v), in particular x and 
z are adjacent. 
Next consider the case when z E L(y, y) = (ys = y, yi , . . . , y,, ys = y), where z = yi. 
Again we may assume that L(y,y) does not intersect the set M, otherwise we be- 
come in the conditions of the first case. Among the vertices of L(y,y) nonadjacent 
to x let y, has the smallest index. Necessarily t < i, otherwise x and z are adjacent 
and we are done. Let yi be the first vertex of L(y,y) after z = yi which is adja- 
cent to x. Then we obtain a geodesic (x, y,_r, yt,. , yi, . . , yl,x), whose all vertices 
except x do not belong to the set M. Again we obtain a contradiction with total con- 
vexity of M. 
Next, in the assumption that all vertices of the set Pk(M U y)\M are adjacent to 
x, pick an arbitrary vertex z E P ‘+‘(A4 U y)\Pk(M U y). Then z belongs to a geodesic 
L(zi,zz) between two vertices zt,z2 E Pk(M U y), where z2 @ Pk-‘(A4 U y). Then, by 
virtue of the induction hypothesis, the vertices x and z2 are adjacent. We distinguish 
two cases: either zi EM or zr 6 M. In the either case x must be adjacent to all 
vertices of L(zi,z~), otherwise A4 is not totally convex. Otherwise, if zi @ M, then x 
is adjacent to both zi and z2. If x and z were not adjacent, then we obtain a geodesic 
Qx,x) 2 L(zi, ~2) U {x} whose all vertices except x are outside M, contrary to the total 
convexity of M. Hence, V\M is a module of G. Since A4 is totally convex, V\M is a 
simplicial module. 0 
4. Level sets 
In this section we study the structure of level sets of peakless functions. We say that 
two vertices x and y of a graph G are equivalent if for any peakless function f we 
have f(x) = f (y). Then G can be represented as a disjoint union of sets of equivalent 
vertices. By cells we will mean the subgraphs induced by these sets. Let Cl,. . . , C, be 
the cells of the graph G. 
Lemma 7. Every cell of a graph G is a peakless-prime graph 
Proof. Consider a peakless function f which takes the maximum number of different 
values ai < . < cc,. We assert that each set [f = ai] induces a cell. Suppose this fails 
and let [,f = xi] = C,, U . . . U C,. By Lemma 3 the restriction on G([ f = q]) of any 
peakless function is peakless on each of its connected components. Consequently, we 
conclude that the graph G([f = ai]) IS not peakless-prime. By Lemma 5 there exists a 
peakless function g E 9(G) such that f 4 g. This, however, is absurd by the choice of 
f. So, G([f = ai]) is a cell for each value Cli. If some of the cells were not peakless- 
prime, then the repeated application of Lemma 5 leads us to a contradiction with the 
choice of .f. 0 
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From Theorem 1 and Lemma 1 we obtain the following 
Corollary 1. If a totally convex set M intersects the cell Ct then Ci CM. 
Let f be a function defined on a subset M of a graph G. We say that a function g 
is an extension of f if glM = f. 
A function f defined on G separates the disjoint sets S,, . _ . , S, if for any 1 < i < 
j < m one of the inequalities 
min{f(v): VESi} > max{f(v): vESi}, 
min{ f (u): V E Sj} > max{ f (v): V E Si} 
holds. 
(1) 
(2) 
Theorem 2. Let f be a peakless function dejined on a totally convex set M of a 
graph G. Then there exists a peakless extension f * off to the whole graph G, such 
that M is a level set off + and f * separates the sets M, Ci, , . , Ci,, where Ci,, . . . , Ci, 
are the cells disjoint from M. 
Proof. Proceed by induction on the number n of cells of the graph G. For n = 1 there 
is nothing to show, because G is a peakless-prime graph, and by virtue of Theorem 1 
G does not contain proper totally convex sets. Assume that the assertion is true for 
all graphs with at most n - 1 cells, and consider an arbitrary graph G with n cells 
Cl,..., C,,. From the proof of Lemma 7 we know that the peakless function on G which 
has the maximum number of different values separates the cells of G. Suppose without 
loss of generality that C,, is the cell on which this function attains the maximum value. 
Then C, is a simplicial module of G. According to Corollary 1 we distinguish two 
cases: C,cM or C,,nM=@ 
First suppose that C, n M = 0. The graph G( V\C,) is connected and M is totally 
convex in this graph. By the induction assumption there exists an extension f + off to 
the graph G( V\C,,) which satisfies the theorem’s conditions. Extend the function f * 
to the whole graph G by putting f*(v) = max{f *(x): x E V\Cn} + 1 for any vertex 
v E C,. Since Cz is a simplicial module, f * is a desired peakless function on G. 
Next consider the case when C,, CM. Let N(C,*) be the neighbourhood of C,, in the 
set V\Cn, i.e. 
N(C,) = {v $ Cn: 3~ E C,, (u, v) E E}. 
We claim that the set M* = (M\C,) U N(C,) is totally convex in both graphs G and 
G(V\C,,). Suppose the contrary: then there exists a geodesic L(vi,u2) with the end- 
vertices in M* and whose all interior vertices are outside M* U C,,. Since M\Cn is 
totally convex, necessarily at least one of the vertices vi or ~2, say ~2, must be in 
N(C,)\M. If vi gN(C,)\M then for arbitrary vertex JVE C,, the walk (w,L(vi,v2),w) 
is a geodesic loop. Otherwise, if vi EM, then (w,L(u2,vi)) is a geodesic. In both cases 
we obtain a contradiction with total convexity of the set M. Thus M* is totally convex. 
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For a vertex 2) E N(C,)\M let C(u) be the cell of G which contains L’. We assert 
that C(V) = {c}. Otherwise, if C(U) # {c}, then by Theorem 1 there is a geodesic loop 
L(v, u) 2 C(U) with the end-vertices in u. Let w be a vertex from C, adjacent to c. 
Since z’ 6 A4, by Corollary 1 we deduce that M n C,? = 8. Necessarily w is adjacent to 
all vertices of Qv, c), for otherwise we get a geodesic loop L(w, pi) C{~Q} UL(c, I:) with 
the end-vertices in w, contradicting to total convexity of M. But then L(c, ZJ) c N(C,,). 
contrary to the initial choice of C, as a simplicial module. Thus C(v) = {r} for any 
vertex u E N( C,,)\M. 
The set M\C,z is totally convex in the graph G(M*). Applying the induction hypoth- 
esis to this graph and to the function f, we get a peakless function f’ on G(M* ) which 
satisfies the theorem’s conditions. If M = C,,, then .f’ can be any function separating 
the vertices of the set N(C,). We can further extend the function f’ to a peaklesss 
function f” on G( V\C,,) which satisfies all conditions of the theorem, too. Assume 
that ,f” takes the values ri < . < CL~ < < xt < < x,. where 
A4\c, = {c E v\cn: f”(U) < cx,}, M” = (2. E v\c,: f”(U) < E,}. 
Suppose that on the cell C, the function f takes the value x. Now we wish to extend 
the function .f” to the whole graph G. If a < xxp then we simply put f*(o) = ,f”(c) if 
z’ +! C,,, and ,f*(c) = c( if u E C,,. Otherwise, if 3 > xP, then put .f *(tl) = f”(a) + a - xl, 
if c’ EM, and ,f’*(c) = ,f(v) for any u $ M. Clearly M is a level set of f‘*, because 
A4 = [f* < max{slP, E}]. Since f” separates the sets M\C,, C,, , . . . , C;, , necessarily 
.f * separates the sets M, Ci,, . . , Ci,. So, we have to show only that f * is peakless. 
According to Lemma 1 it suffices to establish that f * is locally-peakless. Let cl and 1’2 
be two vertices at distance two and let u be their common neigbour. Since ,f‘* and ,f’ 
coincide on M and f * and f” are equivalent on the set V\C,,, we can consider only 
the case when cl E C, and v2 $ M. Then evidently r E N(C,,)\M. As we already proved 
C(c) = {c}, and therefore ~‘2 $! C(v). Moreover, since C,, is a simplicial module and 
ci is adjacent to all vertices of N(C,), we conclude that u2 $ N(C,). Recall that M’ 
is a level set of the function f”. This means that f*(c) = ,f”(c) < f”(u2) = f*(vz). 
Therefore ,f*(c) < max{f*(vl ),~*(uI)}, thus completing the proof of Theorem 2. n 
Corollary 2. A set M c V of u graph G is a Iecel set [f < x] of’ some peakless 
function ,f ~j’and only if’ M is totally convex. 
Corollary 3. Any peakless function dejined on u totally convex set of G can be 
extended to a peakless ,function on the whole graph G. 
A graph G is called chordal [1] if G has no induced cycles of length greater than 
three. In chordal graphs all geodesics are induced paths, while totally convex sets are 
exactly the induced-path convex sets. (Recall, that a set is called induced-path convex if 
together with any two vertices it contains all induced paths connecting these vertices.) 
Since any peakless function is constant on any induced cycle of length at most four, in 
chordal graphs all cells are one-vertex subgraphs. This leads us to the following result. 
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Corollary 4. (i) There exists a peakless function which separates the cells of an 
arbitrary graph G. 
(ii) There exists a peakless function which separates the vertices of a graph G if 
and only if G is chordal. 
5. Extremal structure of totally convex sets 
In this section we establish further connections between peakless functions and totally 
convex sets. We interpret the cells as the minimal faces of totally convex sets and show 
that any totally convex set is the convex hull of its extremal cells. This means that the 
total convexity is a convex geometry [ 161. This result thus entails similar theorems for 
induced-path convexity [lo], and convexity [ 10, 16, 221. 
Following the terminology of abstract convexity [22, 261, a subset F of a set M is 
called a face of A4 provided it satisfies the following property: if z E F and z E Z(x, y) 
for some vertices X, y EM distinct from z then x, y E F. Recall that 1(x, y) denotes 
the interval with x and y as end-vertices (for total convexity the interval Z(x, y) is the 
union of all geodesics between x and y). One-vertex faces are called extremal vertices. 
It is easy to show that respect to all three types of convexity (convexity, induced-path 
convexity and total convexity) a vertex is extremal in A4 if and only if it is simpliciul, 
i.e. its neighbours in M induce a complete subgraph. The following properties of faces 
are evident; see [22]: 
(i) The union and the intersection of faces of a set M are faces too 
(ii) If F is a face of S and S is a face of M then F is a face of M 
(iii) If F c S c M and F is a face of M then F is a face of S 
(iv) Let FL CFzc... c F, be a chain of sets such that for each pair i < j Fj is a 
face of Fj. Then n;=, Fi is a face of any set Fi. 
The next result is a reformulation of a similar result for convex functions [22] and 
usual convex sets. 
Lemma 8. Let f be a peakless function on a graph G. Then for any subset M c V 
the set {v EM: f(v) = max f (u), u EM} is a face of M with respect to the total 
convexity. 
A face F of a set M is called minimal if F does not contain proper faces. By 
properties (i)-(iv) we conclude that the face F is minimal if and only if F is a 
minimal by inclusion face of M. 
Lemma 9. Let M be a totally convex set of a graph G. Then any minimal face of 
M is a cell of G. 
Proof. Let F be a minimal face of M. First notice that if F intersects a cell C,, then 
necessarily Ci c F. Indeed, if we suppose the contrary, then the set Ci\F is totally 
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convex, in contradiction with Theorem 1 and Lemma 7. Consider a peakless function 
,f separating the cells of G. Let F’ = {v E F: f(v) = max f(u), u E F}. The subgraph 
induced by F’ is a cell of G. On the other hand, from Lemma 8 we know that F’ is 
a face of both sets F and 44. Thus F’ = F. i.e. F is a cell of G. 0 
Let M be a totally convex set of G. Denote by Ext(M) the set of all extremal cells 
of M, i.e. cells induced by minimal faces of 44. Let also ext(M) denote the set of all 
extremal vertices of M. 
Recall that a graph G is called Ptolemaic [ 131 if for any four vertices u, U, w,x E V 
the following inequality holds 
d(u, v)d(w,x) < d(u,x)d(u,w) + d(u,w)d(x,v). 
It is well known [ 131 that G is Ptolemaic if and only if G is chordal and any induced 
path of G is a shortest path. Therefore, in Ptolemaic graphs all three types of convexity 
coincide. 
Theorem 3. (i) Any totally convex set M of a graph G is the convex hull of its 
extremul cells. Moreover, if Ext(M) = {Ci,, . . , C,,,} then M = conv(uI, , up) for 
urbitrary vertices ~‘1 E C,,, . . . , up E Ci,. 
(ii) Any induced-path comex set of G is the convex hull of its extremal vertices 
if and only if G is chordul [lo]. 
(iii) Any convex set of G is the convex hull of its extremal vertices if and only if 
G is Ptolemuic [ 10, 221. 
Proof. (i) Let f be a peakless function which separates the cells of G. By Lemmas 
8 and 9 the set {l; EM: f(v) = max{f(u), u EM}} induces an extremal cell of M, 
thus Ext(M) # 8. Let M* = conv(Ext(M)) and suppose that M # M*. Put M\M* = 
Ci, U . U C,,,; see Corollary 1. By Theorem 2 there is a peakless function f * which 
separates the sets M*, C;,, . . . , CL, and, in addition, M* is a level set of ,f*. Then, 
applying again Lemmas 8 and 9, we get the extremal cells which belong to M\M*, a 
contradiction. This establishes the first part of (i). Any cell Cii E Ext(M) has no proper 
totally convex sets, thus Cj, = conv(z+, ) for any vertex u,, of Cj,. 
(ii) and (iii): As we already mentioned, in a chordal graph G all cells are vertices, 
thus Ext(M) = ext(M) for any subset M of G. Since total convexity and induced-path 
convexity coincide, we obtain (ii). If, in addition, G is Ptolemaic, then convexity and 
induced-path convexity coincide, thus we get (iii). 0 
6. Simplicial-modular decompositions 
Decompositions of graphs into “primes” have successfully been applied in various 
branches of graph theory and elsewhere. Two of them, namely, the modular decompo- 
sition and the simplicial decomposition, are closely related to the subject of our paper. 
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The modular decomposition has been discovered independently by researchers in many 
areas (see [ 181 and [ 191). The modular decomposition is a partition &=(A, ), 0 < i < n, 
of a graph G into subgraphs, such that each Ai is a module. A graph is called prime 
with respect to the modular decomposition if it has no nontrivial module [ 171. For fur- 
ther informations and applications of modular decompositions consult [ 15, 17- 191. The 
family &?* = (BT), 0 < i < n, of induced subgraphs of a graph G is called a simplicial 
decomposition of G [6-9, 11, 121 if the following conditions hold 
(Sl) G = U;,,BL: 
(S2) n BT = Si is a complete graph for each i (0 < i < n) 
(S3) NO Si contains BT or any other BT(O < j < i < n). 
A graph which has no simplicial decomposition into more than one subgraph is called 
prime [6, 7, 11, 121. It is known that any finite graph has a simplicial decomposition 
into primes, and these primes are essentially its smallest induced-path convex sub- 
graphs [6, 7, 11, 121; for the case of infinite graphs see [6-9, 11, 121. In particular, 
chordal graphs have simplicial decompositions whose primes are simplices (complete 
subgraphs) [ 11; such decompositions are usually called perfict elimination orderings 
[20, 251. It is easy to transform any simplicial decomposition B* = (BT), 0 < i 6 n, 
into a partition ~3 = (Bi), 0 < i 6 n, of G by letting Bi = Bf\Si, 0 < i < n. Therefore, 
both modular and simplicial decompositions further will be considered as partitions of 
a graph. 
Combining these two types of decompositions we obtain a new one, called further a 
simplicial-modular decomposition. Namely, a family Y* = (P:), 0 < i d n, of induced 
subgraphs of a graph G is called a simplicial-modular decomposition of G if the 
following conditions hold 
(Pl) L??* = (P,*), 0 < i d n, is a simplicial decomposition of G; 
(P2) Y=(Pi), 0 < i d n, where Pi =P:\ U,/<iPT, is a modular 
decomposition of G. 
By a level set of a simplicial-modular decomposition we will mean a set UjGj{;, 
where i < n. Equivalently, the partition LY=(Pi), 0 < i < n, of G is a simplicial-modular 
decomposition of G if each Pi is a simplicial module in the subgraph G(Uj,, Pi). A 
graph which has no simplicial-modular decomposition into more than one subgraph is 
called prime. Our next goal is to show that the prime graphs are exactly the peakless- 
prime graphs. Then, by Theorem 2 and its corollaries we immediately get that each 
graph G admits a simplicial-modular decomposition into primes. We conclude with a 
polynomial-time algorithm for computing such a decomposition. We start with a few 
simple observations. 
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Lemma 10. Let 9 = (Pi), 0 < i < n, be u simpliciul-modular decomposition of’ u 
gruph G. Then the function f, where f(v) = i for each v E Pi, is peukless in G. 
Lemma 11. Any level set of a simplicial-modular decomposition is a totally convex 
set. Moreover, any totully convex set M is u level set of some simpliciul-modulur 
decomposition qf G. 
Proof. The first part follows from Lemmas 10 and 2. In order to prove the second 
part, consider an arbitrary totally convex set M of G. Put V\M = C,, U. . U C,;, , where 
C,, , . , Cj,, are cells of G. Let f be a peakless function constant on M and which 
separates the sets A4, Ci,, . , Ci, (see Theorem 2). Assume without loss of generality 
that 
M = [.f’= CLII, c;, = [.f = x21, . . . . c,, = [f = %+11, 
where xi < ~2 < . < xk+l are the values off. Then, letting PI =1%2’, Pz=G,, , . , Pk+i = 
Ck we obtain a decomposition of G. Consequently, since .f is peakless, necessarily this 
decomposition is simplicial-modular. C1 
Lemma 12. A graph G is prime ij’and only if G is peukless-prime. 
Indeed, if G is prime, then by Lemma 11 G has no proper totally convex sets. By 
Theorem 1 G is peakless-prime. The converse is immediate. 
Theorem 4. Any graph G admits a simpliciul decomposition into primes. The primes 
are the cells of G. 
Proof. The second part of the theorem follows from Theorem 1 and Lemmas 12 and 
6. In order to obtain a simplicial-modular decomposition of G into primes consider a 
peakless function f which separates the cells of G; see Corollary 4. Let ~1 < . < CX,~ 
be the values of ,f. Consider a decomposition 9 = (Pi), 0 < i < n, where P, = [.f’ = xi]. 
By Lemma 6 each set Pi is a simplicial module in the subgraph G(lJ.,[J‘ = r,]). 
Hence, g is a simplicial-modular decomposition of G. 0 
In order to find a simplicial-modular decomposition of an arbitrary graph G into 
primes we present a special numbering of the vertices of G. The algorithm exploits the 
idea of the maximum curdinulity seurch (MCS) algorithm of [25] for finding a perfect 
elimination ordering of chordal graphs. According to MCS the vertices of a graph are 
numbered in the following way: as the next vertex to number select a vertex adjacent 
with the largest number of previously numbered vertices, breaking ties arbitrarily [25]. 
In our algorithm first we compute the (totally) convex hulls of all vertices, and select 
a vertex whose convex hull has the smallest size and number all vertices of this 
set with 1. In the next step we select the vertices adjacent with the largest number 
of previously numbered vertices. Among these vertices we choose a vertex whose 
convex hull contains the smallest number of previously numbered vertices, breaking 
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ties arbitrarily. Number all unnumbered vertices of this set with minimal positive integer 
which is still free. We call this procedure the maxmin cardinality search (MMCS). 
If G is chordal, then we obtain the maximum cardinality search. Subsequently we 
prove that MMCS gives a prime simplicial-modular decomposition of a graph G in 
polynomial time. Below we reproduce the details of MMCS. 
procedure MMCS (Find a simplicial-modular decomposition of G into primes) 
Input: A connected finite graph G = (V, E) . 
output: A simplicial-modular decomposition of G into primes. 
(0) initially all vertices v E V are unnumbered; 
(1) find the (totally) convex hull of all vertices of G; 
(2) choose the vertex u E V with the smallest convex hull and number all vertices of 
conv(v) with 1, i.e. PI := conv(v) and let M := PI; 
repeat 
(3) among the unnumbered vertices select the vertices which are adjacent to the largest 
number of previously numbered vertices; 
(4) among the selected vertices choose a vertex v whose convex hull contains the 
smallest number of unnumbered vertices; 
(5) number the vertex u and all unnumbered vertices from conu(v) with the minimal 
possible positive integer i which is still free; 
(6) let Pi := CO~ZJ(U)\M and M := M U Pi; 
until all vertices are numbered 
Theorem 5. The algorithm MMCS finds in polynomial time a simplicial-modular 
decomposition of a graph G into primes. 
The proof of this theorem requires some auxiliary results. 
Lemma 13. Let M be a totally convex set and let v be a vertex outside M which 
has the maximum number of neighbours in M. Then the set M U conv(v) is totally 
convex and the set P = conv(v)\M is a module of G(M U conv(v)). 
Proof. First we prove that the set P is a module of G(M U conv(v)), i.e. all vertices 
of P have one and the same neighbourhood in M. By the choice of the vertex v it 
suffices to show that any vertex w EM adjacent to v is adjacent to any vertex z of 
P. As we already noticed in the proof of Theorem 1, the convex hull conv(v) can be 
constructed step by step, by adding all geodesics between vertices already included in 
conv(v). Assume that z was included in conv(v) on step k. To verify that z and w 
are adjacent, proceed by induction on k. First suppose that k = 1, i.e. z belongs to a 
geodesic loop L(v, u) with the end-vertices in v. Suppose by way of contradiction that 
vertices z and w are nonadjacent. Let zi and z2 be the closest to z vertices adjacent to 
w and belonging to two subgeodesics of L(v, v), which connect the vertices v and z. 
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Then the walk (w,zi,. . . ,z,. . ~2, w) is a geodesic loop with the end-vertices in w. 
Since z $ IV, we obtain a contradiction with total convexity of M. Thus, the vertices z 
and w are adjacent. 
Next assume that k > 1, i.e. the vertex z belongs to a geodesic L(vi, ~‘2) whose end- 
vertices vi and v2 were already included in conv(v). Since M is totally convex and 
z $! IV& necessarily at least one of the vertices VI or 02, say ~1, does not belong to 
M. By the induction hypothesis, the vertices w and vi are adjacent. First suppose that 
v2 E A4. If z and w are nonadjacent and zi is the closest to z neighbour of w in the 
geodesic L(z, ~1) cL(v~, YZ), then we obtain a geodesic (w,zi.. . ,z,. ,v2) between n 
and ~2, contrary to total convexity of M. Next consider the case when u2 $! M. The 
vertices w and v2 are adjacent by virtue of the induction assumption. As in the case 
k = 1, by ZI and z2 we denote the closest to z neighbours of w in two subgeodesics of 
L(vl, IQ), connecting z with vi and ~2. Then (w,z,,. . ,z,. ,z2, w) is a geodesic loop, 
again in contradiction with total convexity of M. Thus, any vertex z E P is adjacent 
to any neighbour of v in the set M. From the choice of L’ we obtain the converse 
inclusion. Therefore, P is a module in the graph G(M U conv(v)). Since M is totally 
convex, this module is simplicial. 
Next we prove that the set A4 U corn(v) is totally convex. Assume the contrary. 
Then there exists two vertices ti1 E conr(v) and 212 EM and a geodesic between them, 
whose all interior vertices are outside M U conv(v). We assert that vertices cl and v2 
are nonadjacent. Suppose the contrary, and let z1 be the furthest from ~‘1 neighbour of 
v2 in the geodesic L(tll, VI). Then (v2,zi,. . . , ~2) is a geodesic loop, contrary to total 
convexity of M. Since P is a module, the vertex v2 is not adjacent to any vertex of P. 
Let z be the neighbour of v2 in the geodesic L(cl, ~9). We claim that any neighbour 
w of L’ in the set M is adjacent to z, too. Indeed, as we already showed, the vertices [:I 
and w are adjacent. Since M is totally convex, the vertex M: is adjacent to all vertices 
of L(vl, VI). In particular, w and z are adjacent. This, however, violates the initial 
assumption that c’ has the largest neighbourhood in M. This final contradiction proves 
the total convexity of M U conv(c), thus completing the proof. 0 
Lemma 14. Let v be the vertex of G selected in steps (3) and (4) of the algorithm 
MMCS. Then the set Pi = conv(v)\M dejined in step (6) induces a cell of G. 
Proof. By Lemma 13 both sets M and M U conv(v) are totally convex. If P; is not 
a cell, then according to Corollary 1, Pi can be represented as a union of some cells 
C,, , . , C,, of G. Let f be a peakless function on G(M Uconv(v)) which separates these 
cells and the set M. We can assume, without loss of generality, that ,f takes a constant 
value x0 on M. Suppose also that C;, = Xi, 0 < j < k, where ~(0 < ~1 < < XX_. Since 
M U C,, = [J‘ < ccl] is totally convex and C,, = conv(v’)\M for any vertex 1;’ E C,, , we 
obtain a contradiction with the choice in step (4) of the vertex v. 0 
Proof of Theorem 5. Let 9 = (Pi), 0 < i < n, be the partition of G obtained by the 
algorithm MMCS. Proceed by induction on n. By Lemmas 13 and 14 we conclude that 
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the sets Pi are simplicial modules in the subgraphs G(Ui<iP/), and all they represent 
cells of G. By Lemma 12 we have that Y is a prime simplicial-modular decomposition 
of G. 
The complexity of the algorithm mainly depends on the implementation of the step 
(1 ), because all other steps are evidently polynomial. In order to implement step (1) in 
polynomial time it suffices to compute the interval Z(u, v) between any vertices u, v E Y 
in polynomial number of operations. For this purpose we use the following breadth 
first search algorithm. We process the vertices of the graph beginning with u. In the 
iteration i we include in geodesic(i) all whose vertices of G which can be connected 
with u by a geodesic of length i. For this we maintain an array of sets in(x), x E V. We 
story in in(x) all vertices which are neighbours of x in geodesics connecting u and x. 
A vertex x is included in the set geodesic(i) if there exists a vertex y E geodesic(i - 1) 
adjacent to x and a vertex z E in(y) n geodesic(i - 2) nonadjacent to x. In this case 
we include the vertex y in in(x). The maximal length of a geodesic in the graph G is 
21 VI - 4 (the extremal case arises when G is a cycle of length four with a pendant 
path of length 1 VI - 4). Therefore, we need at most 21 VI - 4 iterations. To construct 
the interval Z(u,v) we start with the vertex v and include in Z(u,v) all vertices of the 
set in(v). In a similar way, in the assumption that the vertex x is already included 
in Z(u, v), at the next iteration we include in Z(u,v) all vertices of in(x). Clearly, the 
complexity of this algorithm is polynomial. This final remark concludes the proof of 
Theorem 5. 0 
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